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The (sometimes flawed) need for speed!
Trying to save busy clinicians time by showing them how to use their clinical program well has been
my Raison d’etre for well over a decade and a half now. However, sometimes I think that the whole software
efficiency thing can go too far. Like most good things, balance is essential, and there have been a couple of
requests lately that I have been quite happy to say “No you can’t” to, mainly in the area of prescribing.
The queries have been around extra ‘clicks’ and default selections or the lack thereof. The problem with
default selections is that even with the best intentions to consider the field in question, because that field has
been ticked Drs can sometimes not give it requisite attention. This obviously doesn’t apply to every nuance of
every task you perform, but there are times when the world at large would rather you pause for a nanosecond or two and apply that highly trained brain to the question.
Example One: There is no doubt in my mind that the use of a default setting from User Preferences in
the Duration of Medication field in Medical Director has compromised the medication lists of thousands of
patients, whose lists show limited course antibiotics taken years ago as long term medications, and vice-versa.
Example Two: Everybody these days agrees that the Past history area of the record should be a succinct
summary of the patient’s major health issues. Yet the software default for years has been to have the Save in
Past History ticked by default. The result of this has been years of cluttered history screens and referral letters
that risk obscuring the key health issues with trivial ones, sometimes repeated.
The two items above are strong proof that when a field has a default value it isn’t treated with the same
care as one where you have to make a decision. In Best Practice there is no default option for Duration of
Medication, you have to choose each time you do a new script, and I think this represents a massive
improvement on the MD offering for this. Similarly the fact that Best Practice automatically removes short
term medications from the current medications list (providing it can do the calculation)
Additionally if you support the philosophy behind the new Active Ingredient Prescribing regulations,
(Hospital Drs have been doing this for a decade or so) then you would have to concede that having the Include
brand name on script box ticked by default would be counter productive.
So, sorry there is no keyboard shortcut for a prostate exam and result checking can’t be narrowed down
to marking all twenty of your Normal results as No Action with half a mouse click , and no that doesn’t mean
your systems are ‘clunky’. I’ve heard that word a few times over the years, usually in reference to the MyHR or
when someone has switched from one clinical system to another. I actually think GP clinical programs and the
MyHR are quite far from clunky, but don’t take my word for it, ask your current batch of registrars what they
think of GP software compared to the hospital systems they’ve been using.
(I will make an exception for setting up healthlink addressees in the MD address book. That process deserves
the descriptor of ‘clunky’ and even worse. However even that pain is not felt by GPs, rather admin staff.
Actually, now I think of it, setting up practitioners in MD/Pracsoft too….but that’s it!)
Are we becoming too spoilt by our software? I started working with GP systems with some level of
competence around 2004, but what if we went back another 10 years? The efficiency with which GPs can
generate scripts/documents or access clinical information from other sources has improved exponentially.
I’m starting to think that maybe GPs should have CPD points available for watching episodes of A Country
Practice, if only to serve as a reminder of how far we have come. By my reckoning you can generate a re-script
with three mouse clicks, and now with escripts, you don’t even how to lean towards the printer afterwards.
I’m also pretty sure the MBS Item will get you lunch for 2 at a Thai café!
So bottom line, don’t focus on what your software can’t do, just make sure you are conversant and
enabled with all that it can do. You may not break the land speed record for writing a script, but there is joy
to be had. Now read over the page for tips that will increase efficiency without compromising quality..
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Regarding the front page and in the interest of bringing balance to the force, there are a few
things that will speed up some of the GP processes that are often neglected, and some other things that are
under appreciated, namely:
Templates: The practice administration should ensure that the word processing
templates in the clinical software are:
 Current forms only

 Not duplicated
 Imported correctly so that they prepopulate
 Set with correct margins so they align properly (MD)
Address Books:
• Should have up-to-date information
• Should not have duplicated entries or clinical categories
• Should contain the healthlink address where available
For me, these items should be part of the practice administration. Technology like ereferral, sms and online
bookings has meant practices do less scanning and phoning. Maintaining the facilities mentioned above
would certainly add to practice efficiency and overall harmony.
Part of the GP opportunity for increased efficiency involves becoming more familiar with the clinical
program and keeping up with some of the latest enhancements, for example:
 It’s quicker to click the icon for ereferral than it is to print it out, (I checked!)
 Understand the data toolbar in your word processor that let’s you drop in information
from the patient record
 Make use of the shortcut feature in your progress notes, (Comment in MD, Autofill in
BP) to input standard information that you key multiple times in a day/week. e.g Flu
vaccination season, or the upcoming Covid vaccination rollout. Also utilise it to drop
quick memory-jogging proformas into your notes.
 Know that in both clinical programs there is now a Reuse button that enables you to ask
for an identical pathology test again without reinputting the parameters.
 Using the Patient information library in BP or the Fact Sheets utility in either program
may be quicker and look slicker than googling information for the patient
 If you want a patient’s Immunisation status, don’t call the AIR, check the MyHR

 Want a new patient’s billing history? Don’t call Medicare or their old practice, check the MyHR
 If the public hospital didn’t copy you in on an investigation, don’t call them, check the MyHR
 If Hobart/Launceston/NW pathology didn’t copy you in on an investigation, check the MyHR
 If you are wondering about a patient’s recent Bowel screening or Covid test, check the MyHR
 Did the patient really lose their script? Check the dispensing information in the MyHR
 For those much disliked 3rd, 4th, 5th etc Workcover certificates, in either program:
Open the last one then Ctrl-A then CtrL-C then Click New Blank Letter icon
(no to changes in MD) then
Click in the page then Ctrl-V then carefully update dates and whatever else is needed.
Apologies for the repetition and the abundance of bullet points, but there a bunch of time saving
features available in your clinical software that are often under utilised. Additionally you are now able to
access clinical information for patients from a wide variety of other sources from the comfort of your
clinical desktop. Let’s not forget that more and more laboratories and other providers are uploading useful
content to the MyHR. And, this into a system that a little over 2 years ago had information potentially
available for the roughly 21% of Australian that had a record. That number is now around 91%.
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Templates

The following new or updated templates are available at my website here:
 DVA D09382 Medical Certificate Ability to work
 Health Dynamics State wide Sleep Studies Referral (Updated due to Medicare changes)
I don’t like to cross-promote but there are updated RHH Clinic referral templates, hot of the press and
available at the Primary Health Tas website here. Can I strongly urge you to a) import these versions and tag
them with a date, e.g. March 2021. AND go through your template lists and delete any older versions of these
forms including ones that you have renamed so they appear at the top of the list etc. Under the heading of
“Control the stuff you can control” there really should be no occurrence of a wrong fax number for a clinic because someone has selected an old version of the template. I have been at practices where there are RHH clinic referral templates dating as far back as 2009. Whilst this may bring a tear to my eye that practices have hung
on to a resource I created back in the 2 gender era, I’d be even happier if you deleted them.

Medicare

MyHR

Just a quick note to remind you that when GPs do a Mental Health Care Plan (MHCP) they are
required to nominate the number of sessions that they want the psychologist to provide. I’m not sure how
much real-world sense that makes, but it’s apparently in the rules now.

A few issues ago I mentioned that Hobart/Launceston/NW pathology were now able to upload
pathology reports to the patient’s MyHR. Whilst these reports are immediately available to the clinician via
their software, patient’s have to wait 7 days before they can access through the MyGov website or app.
I figured this would be turned on across the board, but apparently the company is doing it
progressively. You can assure that this is happening for your practice by asking them directly on 6332 0503
or via email clientservices@dspl.com.au.
Other than that, ensure that you are using the properly configured request screen in your clinical
software, as depicted below. The presence of a “Print and Send” button for this laboratory is the best
indicator along with the different screen layout.
MD

BP

Also make sure that the patient’s HPI-I has been entered. These are automatically looked up in MD

MD

Immunisation Schedule error - First spotted way back on Dec 11th by a sharp eyed local nurse, be
aware that MD 4.0 and 4.0a are missing Previnar 13 from the Immunisation schedule at the 12 month mark.
I logged this via MD chat on 11/12 and received a call on Feb 25th (75 days later) stating that it was a
“known issue” and would be fixed in the 4.1 release. Then they sent me the routine “how did we do? we
value your feedback“ email. So that went well…..
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BP’s Saffron release came out in late January and there have been a few drug database and script
errors that have been fixed by the monthly (sometimes bi-monthly) drug updates. I have also noted another
error that could easily trip us up.

Usual when a reminder is within 30 days of the due date it appears in the notifications panel at the TOP of
the list. Now they are appearing at the bottom of the list under the green preventative prompts and in some
cases, if there are several preventative prompts, you will need to scroll down the notifications area to see
them. I really hope they fix this, as admin staff would know it’s hard to get people to mark off the reminders
in optimal conditions, let alone asking them to scroll down a list and do it. And as for the “OMG that extra
click is doing my head in” brigade, forget about it!
Additionally the relatively recently added excellent functionality of being able to right-click on a
reminder and Open Visit to go to the notes of the day the reminder was created is currently broken. I have
raised both issues on the BP user forum.
Here’s a cool tip that I have only discovered recently. It specifically relates to the interface between
Hobart/Launceston/NW pathology and Best Practice. If you are using the proper request screen you can
access more information about the selected test, as well as recommended tests for certain clinical
conditions

I thought they were headings, rather than buttons! There is also one for recommended tests for a clinical
condition.

BP Messenger. Practices who utilise the BP Messenger program may want to mandate that under staff
Preferences in the General section, the checkbox for Display popup window when messages arrive is
checked. This will ensure that the on screen You have messages prompt stays there until the staff
member has at least opened messenger or clicked the close symbol.
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MD

Back in November, MD launched their web based care planning tool called MedicalDirector Care.
I’ve been meaning to step through the process for a couple of months but then escripts and Active
Ingredient Prescribing came along. Additionally my trial period expired, but MD were good enough to grant
me an extension, so without further ado..
First thing is to install the widget, by selecting it from the list accessed by clicking new in the widgets
sidebar.
You may also want to click on the pushpin icon so the sidebar stays in it’s maximised state
Once you have installed the widget, click on it to open to the
sign in screen. There is a signup button to be used to create
your trial account, although if you were using the telehealth
widget that login will work too. After you have signed up and
logged in, your 60 day trial account will be enabled.
If you are not currently in a patient record, you will have the
option to access a dashboard of the current practice plans. If
you are in a patient record there will be a link to either create a
new care plan or view an existing one for the patient.
Anything, you do in MDCare is done in your default web browser, and this is where you are taken when you
decide to create a plan. The first step is confirming the patient’s consent which is followed by a kiosk type
screen where you are invited to complete the steps going from left to right, and sometimes top to bottom.

The patient consent is presented as a separate dialogue box, which is then followed by the screen
depicted above. The directional green button at bottom right directs you through the progression of steps.
In the above sequence we have completed patient consent, primary GP, main goal for the plan, and we have
now arrived at the health summary part of the document. So we drop down a level and make the selections
from the various clinical and family/social history items using the tick boxes provided.
The above items are all populated from the patient record at the beginning of the plan process. I
always advocate a look at the patient record and a tidy up if required before creating a care plan or shared
health summary. Note that any unticked selections here only affect the plan being generated, not the
underlying medical record that it is being based upon. One feature that I very much like is that on the
medications screen if the reason for medication hasn’t been completed, you are able to select it from a
drop down list referencing the patient’s medical history. Of course It would be much more preferable
if this information was already completed by the prescribing GP.
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MD

The next step is the plan details and whilst you can create your own templates, I have gone with the
multi-disciplinary plan provided. Selecting this comes with the implication that you will select what is needed
and in places delete what is not required.

The depicted screen invites you to select what components will be involved in the plan and what
chronic conditions you want to see goals and tasks for. There is a list of chronic conditions, but I have only
depicted the first couple above. And now for a non-clinical type like me, things start to feel complicated, as a
whole lot of information hits the screen. However experienced care planners may see what’s happening
quicker than I did.
A
C

B

Really it’s as easy as abc (if abc was a little complicated!)
A) So this is the first tier menu, you will be working from left to right. At the moment we are in the
first Care Plan section and we will be here for a while.
B) This is the second tier menu for the goal and task categories we selected in the previous step.
Work from top to bottom in this menu.
C) This is the third tier, giving us the detailed goals and tasks for the category type we selected at the
second tier, B. Work from left to right on this menu, deleting any goals, tasks or metrics that
don’t apply to the plan.
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MD

So the previous illustration sees us working in the initial Care Plan stage, (A) editing the Lifestyle and
General Health goals (B) with the Weight Management component being currently selected (C).
Note the directional arrows facilitating movement along the first and third tier menus, as well as the
one click method of removing any goal or task that is irrelevant to the plan. Relevant metrics from MD are
populated where appropriate and there is a document timeline at right of screen, (not depicted) that gives
you easy access to documents recently stored or created in the patient record.
Whilst there may be an abundance of tasks that are not required, what I really like is that when you
are working through your initial plan, at any point you can save it as a customised template for future use. So
there is a feeling that the more you use these plans the less work they will be as you start to acquire a library
of your own customised standard plans.
Below the metrics on these screens is a section where MD suggests the class of provider that will
assist the patient with the various tasks. You can edit these selections, noting that what we are talking about
here is roles, not actually people. You can assign actual people to these roles via the link depicted, but that is
also available at the next step in the tier one menu (A).

When you have decided on the goals and the roles of the providers in the plan, it’s time to assign people
from your address book to those roles under the Team Members menu. From here you can also create
appropriate documents for the team member and specify if applicable the number of Allied Health visits.

Sigmund Freud

As you can see, once you have selected your
providers you can generate the appropriate
documentation including referral forms and
Team Care invitation letters.

The next step in the tier one menu is Admin
Tasks.
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MD Care continued..
I haven’t provided a graphic for this step, nut essentially it allows you to do three things.
1) Allocate a team member to review the plan
2) Determine the billing items and have them tracked from your billing system

3) Set a Review date and create a reminder.
Disappointingly this third step does not create a reminder in MD clinical. I’m surprised at this
considering MDCare can happily populate information from clinical and happily saves documents back to
clinical. I guess if you totally moved your care planning activities over to MDCare, then it really wouldn’t
matter much, although you would have to forsake automated sms reminders for care plan activities.
The last step is to save and generate the plan.

This generates the final plan and optionally saves documents to the patient record. MD Care thoughtfully
reminds you of the cost involved in generating plans through this product, it may be a significant issue for
some. Once you have done this you can access a comprehensive care plan dashboard for the patient via a
constantly available green ribbon menu at far left of screen, (not depicted in previous graphics)

The system generates good looking documents, although strangely these are saved in Documents
rather than Letters. To me it’s also strange that only the medications from the health summary make it to the
plan document, I think this should at least be a selectable option.
I can’t help thinking that being reviewed by me does the product a bit of a disservice and that in the
hands of a person who is proficient at care plans, this could be quite a good tool, especially once familiarity
is established. I also think that if MD want people to use this they should create some quality reference
materials and demonstration videos, neither of which is available at the moment.
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